Case Study

The company Pöppelmann digitalises warehouse and
production processes with the ESL solution from Opticon

Introduction

Since 1949 the family-owned company Pöppelmann GmbH & Co. KG, with its five production sites and
700 injection moulding machines, thermoforming lines and extruders, has grown into a leading manufacturer
in the plastics processing industry The company is managed by Opal Solutions GmbH, a partner of Opticon.

The Situation

In its own production and logistics facilities,
company Pöppelmann uses a rail system installed
on the floor for goods staging. Each time goods
are moved; the material status must be changed
for production controls. Until now, this status
change was carried out manually on hand-made
signs attached to the goods.

The Solution

Following analysis and advice of Opal Solutions,
the EE-420R series of digital ESL labels and an
EBS-40 Base Station from Opticon Sensors were
introduced to Pöppelmann after a successful test
run in their production environment.
The manual goods accompanying slips and the
status information on each transport trolley have
been replaced by digital ESL labels in the size of
4.2 inches. In addition to batch status information,
notes on storage location, material specification
and quantity are now also displayed digitally.
The ability to exchange and automatically update
this information in seconds is a highlight of the
ESL system from Opticon Sensors. The Label
Manager integrated in the ESL software allows a
customized layout of the ESL labels that can be
individually adjusted at any time.

„By using the ESL labels from Opticon Sensors, information about the work processes and stock levels can be
transmitted faster and digitally. This makes the project workflow much easier and more flexible for the employees
from the quality area and production.”
Tobias Staggenborg, IT-Process Expert Supply Chain Management

The example of this application at company Pöppelmann shows that
the switch to digital ESL labels can have a direct impact on efficiency
and process quality. The customer is very satisfied with the ESL
solution from Opticon Sensors.
„When we are looking for a user-friendly solution, we always
receive support.”
Tobias Staggenborg, IT-Process Expert Supply Chain Management

Opticon product:
ESL EE-420R and Base Station EBS-40

The EE-420R ESL label is a 4.2-inch, battery-powered and fully graphic
e-paper display. The label can display the colors black, white and red,
creating an eye-catching effect of product and information images. Thanks
to its e-paper technology, it is also possible to scan barcodes directly from
the display, even with a 1D laser scanner.
All information and content are provided to the ESL labels by the EBS40 Base Station. The Base Station controls both the communication
to the labels and the data management automatically via the enclosed
server software using a radio protocol. The ESL system is ideally suited
for applications in logistics, production, distribution and retail and can be
expanded as required.

About Opticon
We scan, connect and communicate
Opticon have been developing barcode scanners since 1976. There’s a big chance that,
inadvertently, you already know us through our products. You see them everywhere, both here
and abroad. From the electronic shelf label at your local supermarket to the scanner used at a
Covid test facility. From scanners used by large retail chains to the barcode scanner of parking
garages. We are one of the world’s key players in the automatic identification market.
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The highest quality, the best service
For nearly 45 years we belong amongst the front runners in international scanning solutions.
Our barcode scanners and display solutions are amongst the best in the world.
After completing your project we are there for you 24/7. With our helpdesk, supporting you
with all your questions. With our technical department for quick, professional repairs. Or with
our engineers who like to think along with you about new products and integrated solutions.
Thanks to our local presence, both technical and commercial, we are never too far away.

XING

This is what we can do for you
Opticon is the right provider for all your intelligent barcode scanning solutions. No matter
which business process or market. Do you have any other demands or requirements?
We always offer solutions that are tailored to your requirements and enjoy the challenge
to think along with you.
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